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The provision of criminal justice services in Indian country1 is a key 
aspect of tribal sovereignty. These services, which may include policing, 
investigations, courts, corrections, sex offender registration, and 
probation/parole, are vital to the safety, vitality, and economic security 

of all communities. With the rapid development of technology in recent decades, 
criminal justice agencies find themselves evolving to meet old and new threats in 
ways that were mere science fiction a generation ago.2
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Like all criminal justice agencies nationwide, tribal criminal 

justice providers have been thrust into a new age of data-driven 

solutions to protect the people who live, work, and recreate within 

their respective jurisdictions. Data has now become a key aspect of 

tribal sovereignty. Federally recognized tribes3 that understand this 

have begun the process of protecting this new tribal resource and are 

learning to control tribal data in ways that are consistent with tribal 

values, objectives, and laws.

The roots of the data sovereignty movement date back to pre-Co-

lumbian times but have taken on new context in the information age. 

In the pre-Columbian era, knowledge that sustained and protected 

indigenous tribes included orally communicated data about history, 

relationships with other tribes, religion, medicine, gathering places, 

hunting grounds, etc.4 According to Desi Rodriguez-Lonebear, “Data 

sovereignty deals with the right and ability of tribes to develop 

their own systems for gathering and using data and to influence the 

collection of data by external actors.”5 Today, tribal data includes 

information about land, water, people, health, finances, and crime. 

With the explosion of information now available through electronic 

means, such as the internet, the importance of managing tribal data 

has become paramount. Data supports and strengthens tribal sover-

eignty6 and tribes are finding new and appropriate ways to manage 

tribally maintained data.7 Rodriguez-Lonebear said it another way: 

“Tribal data are perhaps the most valuable tools of self-determination 

because they drive tribal nation-building by tribes for tribes.”8

The Tribal Law and Order Act (TLOA) was enacted in 2010.9 

TLOA addressed tribal data issues in four main ways: 

1.  TLOA § 251(b) provided a mandate to the FBI, the Bureau of 

Justice Statistics, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Office 

of Justice Services to coordinate and consult with tribes to de-

velop, establish, and implement tribal data collection systems. 

2.  TLOA § 211(b) amended 25 U.S.C. § 2802 to authorize the BIA 

Office of Justice Services to collect, analyze, and report crime 

data from Indian country. 

3.  TLOA § 233(a) amended 28 U.S.C. § 534 to statutorily allow 

tribal criminal justice agencies access to enter and retrieve 

data from federal criminal databases such as the FBI’s National 

Crime Information Center (NCIC). 

4.  TLOA § 233(b)(1), codified as 34 U.S.C. § 41107(1), states, 

“The attorney general shall ensure that tribal law enforcement 

officials that meet applicable federal or state requirements be 

permitted access to national crime information databases.”10
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Federal efforts to implement TLOA’s mandate to develop tribal 

data collection systems have taken form in a number of data collec-

tion activities. These efforts include planned surveys to obtain data 

regarding tribal law enforcement agencies, tribal court systems, 

state/local law enforcement activities on state jurisdiction reserva-

tions,11 and jails in Indian country.12 BIA Office of Justice Services 

activities regarding crime statistics will be discussed below. The FBI’s 

Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division houses and is 

responsible for federal criminal databases that tribal, and non-tribal, 

criminal justice agencies utilize on a daily basis. In effect, TLOA § 

233 statutorily confirmed the FBI CJIS’ pre-existing, policy-based 

practices regarding tribal access and provided a more permanent 

statute-based authority. It is the relationship between tribes and FBI 

CJIS that is explored in this article to show how TLOA impacts data 

sovereignty in real-world application.

The roots of the FBI CJIS Division date back to the early years 

of the FBI. In 1924, the FBI established the Identification Division, 

which handled the FBI’s fingerprint records.13 Interestingly, it was 

also during this time that the FBI established itself as a key player 

in Indian country law enforcement when it took a leading role in 

investigating a series of homicides on the Osage Tribe’s reservation 

in Oklahoma.14 In 1992, the Identification Division became CJIS. 

In 1995, CJIS moved from Washington, D.C., to Clarksburg, W. Va., 

where it resides today.15 The FBI CJIS Division maintains a number 

of federal criminal databases that are of vital importance to tribal 

criminal justice agencies.16 

The exercise of effective tribal data sovereignty “will require 

meaningful and deliberate partnership, not just consultation.”17 The 

management philosophy of CJIS can be best summarized as defer-

ence to the state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies it serves. 

This philosophy, commonly referred to as the “shared management 

concept” allows tribal, and non-tribal, criminal justice agencies input 

to make recommendations on how CJIS should be managed.18 One 

expression of the shared management concept is the Advisory Policy 

Board (APB).19 The APB includes tribal representation in two ways: 

(1) the APB has four nonfederal regional working groups, each of 

which have a dedicated tribal criminal justice agency seat; and (2) 

the APB has a Tribal Task Force that takes into account issues and 

interests specifically pertinent to federally recognized tribes. Most 

importantly, tribal and non-tribal agencies decide what information 

to share with and to be maintained by CJIS. In other words, FBI 

CJIS defers to federally recognized tribes in a way that allows broad 

expression of tribal data sovereignty.

The FBI CJIS NCIC system consists of 21 databases that are 

of critical importance to police officers in the field and to criminal 

investigators. Seven “property files” pertain to vehicles, license 

plates, boats, firearms, and other property that have been reported 

as stolen. The 14 “person files” cover a variety of people, including 

fugitives, missing persons, registered sex offenders, respondents 

subject to domestic violence protection orders, and suspected 

terrorists.20 NCIC gives tribal police officers the ability to check on 

the status of suspects virtually instantaneously. For example, a tribal 

police officer can do a roadside check of a driver who has been pulled 

over to determine if he or she is a fugitive from another jurisdiction 

that is willing to seek extradition. Additionally, tribal criminal justice 

agencies enter data into NCIC in order to expand their reach far 

beyond reservation boundaries to protect citizens nationwide. For 

example, off-reservation police are able to verify the existence of a 

tribal domestic violence protection order to aid a protected tribal 

member anywhere in the United States.21 One of the person files in 

NCIC is the National Sex Offender Registry (NSOR). The NSOR file 

holds information that tribal law enforcement officers need when 

investigating registry violations of the Sex Offender Registration and 

Notification Act.22

The FBI CJIS National Instant Criminal Background Check Sys-

tem (NICS) is designed to keep firearms out of the hands of prohib-

ited persons.23 When a person purchases a firearm from a federally 

licensed firearm dealer, a NICS check is performed to determine 

whether the purchaser is a convicted felon, a fugitive, is subject to a 

domestic violence protection order, has been convicted of domestic 

violence, or is otherwise prohibited by law from possessing a fire-

arm.24 If a determination is made that the purchaser is a prohibited 

person, then the sale is denied. People who have been convicted in 

tribal court for domestic violence and people restrained by a tribal 

court domestic violence protection order may not legally possess a 

firearm anywhere in the United States. Pursuant to TLOA, tribes can 

now prosecute felonies.25 People convicted in tribal court of felony 

offenses are now prohibited from possessing a firearm nationwide. 

Additionally, tribal law enforcement agencies can access NICS for 

the purposes of issuing tribal firearms permits including “permits 

or licenses to possess, acquire, or transfer a firearm, or to carry a 

concealed firearm.”26

The FBI CJIS Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program27 issues a 

variety of publicly available publications that are of great importance 

to the administration of criminal justice. Perhaps the report most of-

ten referred to and utilized by policy-makers and by members of the 

public is the annual Crime in the United States report. Tribal jurisdic-

tion crime data can be accessed online by going to the most recent 

final Crime in the United States report, Offenses Known to Law En-

forcement section, Table 9.28 Tribal law enforcement programs that 

receive funding from the BIA Office of Justice Services are required 

to report crime data to the BIA.29 The TLOA amended 25 U.S.C. § 

2802 by requiring the BIA Office of Justice Services to pass along 

that data to the FBI CJIS UCR program on a tribe-by-tribe basis.30 

The exercise of effective tribal data sovereignty “will require 
meaningful and deliberate partnership, not just consultation.” The 
management philosophy of CJIS can be best summarized as deference 
to the state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies it serves. 
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This provision was included in TLOA to ensure that tribal UCR data 

was not submitted in the aggregate but rather was available for each 

tribal jurisdiction individually.

Web-based FBI CJIS programs utilized by tribal criminal justice 

agencies include the National Data Exchange (N-DEx) and the Law 

Enforcement Enterprise Portal (LEEP). N-DEx provides a means 

for law enforcement agencies to exchange information including 

information pertaining to pending cases they may be working on.31 

Criminal justice agencies have robust control over how that infor-

mation is shared. LEEP32 is a resource that criminal justice agencies 

can use to obtain information about various topics and aspects of 

law enforcement; there are a number of special interest sites within 

LEEP that offer information pertinent to criminal justice agencies in 

Indian country, including the CJIS Tribal Outreach site and the Tribal 

Public Safety Net site.

Although beyond the scope of this article, it is noteworthy that 

FBI CJIS houses the Next Generation Identification (NGI) system 

that stores the FBI’s fingerprint files.33 NGI is utilized to generate 

criminal identity histories of individuals. These fingerprint-based 

criminal histories are used for noncriminal justice background 

checks. Where authorized by federal statute, tribal governments uti-

lize these reports for background checks such as when hiring people 

who will have access to or control over children,34 certain casino of-

ficials,35 and applicants for employment or tenancy in tribal housing.36

Conclusion
Opportunities for federally recognized tribes to submit and retrieve 

criminal justice data through FBI CJIS systems are broad and 

extensive. Subject to federal laws or policies that apply to all state, 

local, and tribal jurisdictions, FBI CJIS relies on tribes as sovereigns 

to determine what information to submit and what information to 

access. This deference to principles of tribal data sovereignty puts 

the tribe in control of its own data. The APB process allows tribes 

influence over the way that CJIS systems are managed nationwide. 

Federal agencies that are charged with assisting tribes in data shar-

ing and management may find it instructive to look at the way that 

TLOA addresses tribal data sovereignty issues and how the FBI CJIS 

Division has met that challenge. 
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